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1. Introduction 

This submission sets out the Suffolk County Council Conservative Group’s proposals for 

division arrangements for Suffolk County Council.  

1.1 The current situation 

Suffolk County Council currently has a scheme of 63 divisions and 75 Members - 51 single 

Member divisions and 12 divisions represented by two Members.  

In October 2018, Suffolk County Council was informed by the Local Government Boundary 

Commission for England that an electoral review would be undertaken. The review was 

triggered by the finding that Suffolk County Council meets the Commission’s criteria for 

electoral inequality, namely: 

• More than 30% of a council’s wards/divisions having an electoral imbalance of 

more than 10% from the average ratio for that authority; and/or 

• One or more wards/divisions with an electoral imbalance of more than 30%; and 

• The imbalance is unlikely to be corrected by foreseeable changes to the electorate 

within a reasonable period.  

The table below summarises how Suffolk County Council meets the intervention criteria: 

Total number of divisions 63 

Number/% divisions >10%  17 27% 

Number/% divisions >20% 5 8% 

Number/% divisions >30% 1 2% 

The review aims to deliver electoral equality for voters in local elections. 

During the first stage of the review, the Commission reached a decision on the size of the 

Council (the number of Councillors to be returned to the Council). The joint Suffolk County 

Council Conservative Group and Labour Group’s submission to the first stage of the review 

proposed 70 Councillors as the appropriate council size and provided evidence to support 

this. 

On 24 September 2019, the Commission wrote to the CEO of Suffolk County Council saying 

it is minded to recommend that 70 County Councillors should be elected to Suffolk County 

Council in future. The letter also stated, that in light of the Council’s formal request that the 

Commission carry out a single Member division review, the Commission will aim to draw up 

a pattern of electoral divisions where each division is represented by one County Councillor. 

The letter concluded by inviting proposals from the Council, interested parties and members 

of the public on a pattern of electoral divisions to accommodate those Councillors. 

A working group of seven Suffolk County Council Conservative Group Members was set up 

to develop the proposals for division arrangements. The working group met several times 

and members of the working group also consulted with other Suffolk County Council 
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Conservative Group Members and local Conservative associations to obtain their input into 

the proposals.  

1.2 Proposed division arrangements  

It should be noted that all of the district council areas in Suffolk were recently reviewed by 

the LGBCE: 

• The electoral review of Mid Suffolk concluded in August 2018 with the final 

recommendations published on 7 August 2018.  

• The electoral review of Babergh concluded in October 2018 with the final 

recommendations published on 7 August 2018.  

• The electoral review of East Suffolk concluded in December 2018 with the final 

recommendations published on 23 October 2018.  

• The electoral review of West Suffolk concluded in December 2018 with the final 

recommendations published on 23 October 2018.  

 

The new warding arrangements for all four councils came into force at the local elections in 

May 2019. The final recommendations for each have been taken into account when 

formulating our division proposals for Suffolk County Council. 

Our proposed division arrangements for Suffolk County Council are based on the Boundary 

Commission’s recommendation that the number of Councillors be reduced from the present 

75 to 70. The proposals are also based on all divisions being represented by one Councillor.  

The total predicted electorate for Suffolk in 2025 is 592,066. The table below shows the 

number of Councillors to be returned to the Council from each district/borough area based 

on the total predicted electorate and 70 Councillors:  

District/Borough 2025 
Predicted 
Electorate 
for 
Suffolk 

Proportion 
based on 
predicted 
electorate 

Number of 
Cllrs based 
on 
proportions 

Rounding  Current 
number 
of Cllrs 

Outcome 

Babergh 75,152 12.69 8.89 9 10 Lose 1 

East Suffolk 199,634 33.72 23.60 24 26 Lose 2 

Ipswich 102,658 17.34 12.14 12 13 Lose 1 

Mid Suffolk 85,693 14.47 10.13 10 10 Stay as is 

West Suffolk 128,929 21.78 15.24 15 16 Lose 1 

Total 592,066 100 70 70 75   

Based on a predicted electorate of 592,066 by 2025, a Council size of 70 equates to an 

average of 8,458 electors for each Councillor.  
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The Commission’s main criteria when devising division arrangements are:  

• Electoral equality 

• Community identity 

• Effective local government. 

When formulating the proposed division arrangements, our submission respects these 

criteria:  

Electoral equality 

• Although our proposals respect all three of the Commission’s criteria, the first 

criterion in particular is adhered to, namely electoral equality.  

• The proposed scheme means that 68 (97%) of the 70 divisions vary less than 10% 

from the average. Indeed, 48 divisions (69%) vary less than 5%. Only two divisions 

(3%) don’t meet the criterion of less than 10% variance in electoral equality.  

Community identity 

• The proposed division arrangements aim to reflect the interests and identities of local 

communities, whilst also ensuring that they deliver electoral equality.  

• In a few cases, this meant that several communities needed to be brought together 

in a single division, even if they do not share the same community identity.  

• Where applicable, we have used parishes as the building blocks of divisions. We have 

respected the existing parishes, parish wards and grouped parish councils.  

• Major roads, railway lines and other established boundaries are respected in the 

proposals. Under our proposals, all parishes are easily accessible using major and/or 

minor roads.  

Effective local government 

• None of our proposed electoral divisions cross the existing district/borough council 

boundaries.  

• We have aimed to ensure that none of the proposed divisions is too large or too 

small to be represented effectively. 

• The scheme makes suggestions for division names which reflect the community or 

communities to be represented.  

Overall, the proposals have avoided making changes that, whilst solving one problem, create 

a knock-on effect to adjoining divisions.  

The proposed divisions are set out below by district/borough area. 
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2. Babergh  

Babergh is the smallest district in Suffolk. It currently (2019) has an electorate of 71,145 and 10 County Councillors. The number of electors 

per Councillor currently ranges from 6,282 in the Stour Valley division (-16% variance from the average electors per County Councillor for 

Suffolk) to 8,031 (+7% variance) in the Samford division. 

With a projected electorate in 2025 of 75,152, nine Councillors, and an average for Suffolk of 8,458 electors, the Babergh area starts with an 

electoral equality variance of -1.3% overall, due to the constraint of all Suffolk County Council divisions being within a district boundary.   

The majority (62.5%) of the proposed divisions for Babergh retain coterminosity with the district wards, but there are nine wards of the 24 

that are split. Regarding parishes, the Sudbury parish is split, although the North parish ward, the South West parish ward, the Hawkins Road 

parish ward, and the St Leonard’s parish ward are all in the same proposed division (Sudbury West division). Under our proposals for Babergh, 

no parish wards and no grouped parish councils are split.  

For the purposes of electoral equality, it is considered that these proposed changes do not impact significantly on the other two criteria.  
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2.1 Map of proposed Babergh divisions 
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2.2 Proposed divisions and statutory criteria 

The table below shows how the proposed division arrangements for Babergh reflect the three statutory criteria of: 

1) Equality of representation 

2) Reflecting Community Interests and Identities 

3) Providing for Convenient and Effective Local Government. 

 

All nine proposed divisions have less than 5% variance in electoral equality; five divisions have less than 2% variance. The breakdown for each 

of the proposed divisions can be found in Appendix 1.  

Key: 

 +10% variance or greater in electoral equality 

 -10% variance or greater in electoral equality 

 

Division name Forecast 
electorate 
2025 

Forecast 
electoral 
variance 2025 

Electoral 
variance - 
number 

Rationale and evidence that proposals meet the statutory 
criteria 

Brook 8,475 +0.2% 17 The proposed division keeps the parish of Pinewood intact, as 

well as the grouped parish council of Chattisham & Hintlesham. 

Following the Babergh District boundary review, effective 2019, 

Bentley is now within a ward that includes Copdock & 

Washbrook. Bentley has, therefore, been included within this 

group of villages. The proposed division is coterminous with the 

Sproughton & Pinewood district ward. The Sproughton area is 

forecast to continue to have significant housing development.  

The proposed division name comes from the old district ward of 

Brook, which contained the majority of these parishes. 
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Constable 8,417 -0.5% 41 The proposed division runs along the southern border of 

Babergh, from East Bergholt to Nayland-with-Wissington - 

“Constable Country” and the proposed name for this division. 

The division keeps the East Bergholt parish intact and is 

conterminous with the East Bergholt and the Capel St Mary 

district wards. The inclusion of Stoke-by-Nayland respects its 

existing relationship with Polstead.  

The proposal brings the renamed division (currently mainly the 

Samford division) within an acceptable variance, whilst allowing 

for further increases in housing along the A12 corridor and 

retaining important links between Capel St Mary and East 

Bergholt i.e. doctors’ surgeries. 

Cornard & 

Sudbury East 

8,175 -3.3% 283 The proposed division keeps the parish of Great Cornard intact 

and is coterminous with the Great Cornard district ward. It allows 

for continued housing growth within the division.  

The name proposed for the division seems logical, as the bulk of 

the electors come from these two areas. 

Cosford 8,277 -2.1% 181 This proposed division is the largest geographically, although it is 

still under the average number of electorates. The village of 

Lavenham on the western side is the main centre for both 

services and tourism. Many of the surrounding villages have 

small populations and look to Lavenham or across the district 

border for services etc.  

The division is coterminous with the Box Vale and the North 

West Cosford district wards. We propose the name of the 

division remains as is. 
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Gainsborough 8,355 -1.2% 103 This is a natural division on the south-western border of 

Babergh, with the A134 running through the southern part up to 

the B1071. The proposed division includes the village of Chilton 

where considerable housing development is proposed, but it 

remains within acceptable variances. The division is coterminous 

with the Assington district ward.  

Hadleigh 8,495 +0.4% 37 The proposed division encompasses the whole of the Hadleigh 

parish - hence the proposed name. The proposed division is 

coterminous with the Hadleigh North and the Hadleigh South 

district wards.  

It is proposed that the villages of Layham and Raydon are 

included, as they link with the town of Hadleigh through 

closeness of community and the B1070 road. The villages of 

Whatfield and Kersey both look to the town of Hadleigh for many 

of their services. 

Melford 8,271 -2.2% 187 The proposed division comprises a community north of Sudbury 

and on the west and north boundary of the district. It looks to 

Long Melford as its natural centre. The division keeps the Long 

Melford parish intact and is coterminous with the Chadacre 

district ward.  

Peninsula 8,459 0% 1 Being on both the River Stour and Orwell estuaries, this forms a 

natural division which matches the desired average electorate. 

The proposed division is coterminous with the Brantham, the 

Ganges, and the Stour district wards.  

It is suggested that the existing name for this division is 

retained. 
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Sudbury West 8,228 -2.7% 230 A natural boundary on the Essex border incorporating the north 

and west of the town to form a division with acceptable variance. 

The proposed division keeps the North parish ward, South West 

parish ward, Sudbury South parish ward, Hawkins Road parish 

ward, and St Leonard’s parish ward of the Sudbury parish intact.  

The division is coterminous with the Sudbury North West and the 

Sudbury South West district wards. It appears logical to name 

this division Sudbury West to complement the Cornard and 

Sudbury East division. 
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3. East Suffolk  

East Suffolk is the largest district in Suffolk. It currently (2019) has an electorate of 191,614 and 26 County Councillors. The number of electors 

per Councillor currently ranges from 11,919 in the two-Councillor Pakefield division (-21% variance from the average electors per County 

Councillor for Suffolk) to 9,314 (+24% variance) in the Martlesham division. 

With a projected electorate in 2025 of 199,634, twenty-four Members, and an average for Suffolk of 8,458 electors, the East Suffolk area starts 

with a variance of -1.7% overall, due to the constraint of all Suffolk County Council divisions being within a district boundary. 

A key constraint in East Suffolk is that, in the sparsely populated central rural area, there are insufficient electors between the largely fixed 

urban areas to the south (Kesgrave, Martlesham, Rushmere St. Andrew) and to the north (Lowestoft, Oulton, Oulton Broad, Beccles and 

others) to achieve ideal variances. This is despite creating very large divisions geographically. It is, therefore, reasonable to expect slightly 

larger variances where few other options exist. The geographical size of the rural divisions resulting from this situation creates a very large 

area for a Councillor to cover, with limited sense of community across the areas involved, further justifying the need for some flexibility. 

Five parishes are split under our proposals for East Suffolk. In each case, keeping the parish intact within a single division would deliver, in our 

view, an unacceptably high variance in electoral equality. The parishes are split as follows:  

• Felixstowe parish is split, but the Marshes parish ward, Port parish ward, and Walton parish ward remain intact. The Coastal parish 

ward has to be split to satisfy the criterion of electoral equality.  

• Kesgrave parish is split, with the East parish ward remaining intact and the West parish ward getting split. 

• Lowestoft parish is split, but the Elmtree parish ward, the Gunton parish ward, the Kirkley parish ward, the Tom Crisp parish ward, 

the St Margaret’s East parish ward, and the St Margaret’s West parish ward remain intact. To satisfy the criterion of electoral 

equality, the Harbour and Normanston parish ward has to be split. The Pakefield parish ward also gets split.  

• The Martlesham parish gets split, but all three parish wards remain intact.  

• The Oulton Broad parish gets split, but all three parish wards remain intact.   

No grouped parish councils are split under the proposals for East Suffolk. 
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3.1 Map of proposed East Suffolk divisions 
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3.2 Detailed map of Lowestoft divisions 
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3.3 Proposed divisions and statutory criteria 

The table below presents the proposed division arrangements for 22 of 24 divisions for East Suffolk. The proposals for Felixstowe are detailed 

separately in Section 3.3.1  

The table details how the proposed arrangements for the 22 divisions reflect the three statutory criteria of: 

1) Equality of representation 

2) Reflecting Community Interests and Identities 

3) Providing for Convenient and Effective Local Government. 

Twenty of the 22 proposed divisions have less than 10% variance in electoral equality; ten divisions have less than 5% variance and five have 

a variance of less than 2%. The breakdown for these 22 proposed divisions can be found in Appendix 2.  

Key for table: 

 +10% variance or greater in electoral equality 

 -10% variance or greater in electoral equality 

 

Division name Forecast 
electorate 
2025 

Forecast 
electoral 
variance 2025 

Electoral 
variance - 
number 

Rationale and evidence that proposals meet the statutory 
criteria 

Aldeburgh & 

Leiston 

 

8,068 -4.6% 390 These two neighbouring small towns and their immediate 

hinterlands form a natural division with many longstanding 

community and commercial links. The whole division is 

collectively the area most affected by the major ongoing issues 

around the construction and operation of Sizewell C nuclear 

power station and the multiple offshore wind cable landings and 

transformer projects. They are best served by representation 

from a single County Councillor able to be familiar with all of the 
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conflicting issues involved. The proposal yields an electoral 

equality variance of -4.6%. Naming the division after the two 

towns that make up the majority of the electorate seems logical. 

Beccles 

 

8,386 -0.9% 72 Beccles, with an electoral equality variance of -0.9% is almost 

precisely the correct size for a division. Although the district ward 

is split, it keeps the entire Beccles parish intact. As such, it 

makes sense to name the division accordingly. 

Blyth Estuary 7,308 -13.6% 1,150 This geographically large but sparsely populated area forms the 

remainder of the rural area south of Lowestoft. It is some 15 

miles long from Henstead with Hulver Street to Theberton, and 

difficult for a Councillor in that respect. However, it shares a 

common focus on the Suffolk coast, centred on Southwold and 

the Blyth Estuary (hence the proposed name). In that sense, it 

has an exceptionally strong sense of community, embodied in 

the proposed name.  

Despite its geographical size, the proposed division still has a 
significant electoral equality variance of -13.6%. However, in this 
instance and recognising the strength of the Coastal Community 
aspect, with many issues around coastal erosion, flooding, 
fisheries, coastal tourism and leisure craft, it is suggested that 
this variation is justified. We believe that enlarging the division 
further will not be in keeping with the Boundary Commission’s 
requirement that no proposed division is too large to be 
represented effectively. 

Bungay 7,897 -6.6% 561 This market town and its natural community hinterlands are 

prime examples of the elector sparsity problem affecting this part 

of the county. This proposed division in particular extends further 

east than desirable, but the geography appears to offer no 

significantly different option. In looking at the proposed 
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combination of town/villages, much consideration has been given 

to keeping parishes intact and to recognising the natural market 

town communities of interest.  

With Bungay making up over half the electorate, it seems logical 

to retain the existing division name. 

Carlton Colville 8,341 -1.4% 117 Carlton Colville is a sizeable, largely suburban parish, adjacent 

and closely related to the parishes of Lowestoft and Oulton 

Broad. It is, however, not quite large enough to form a division 

in its own right.  

We therefore propose including the Oulton Broad South West 

parish ward (polling district NCWSW) to yield an elector variance 

of -1.4%. The Oulton Broad South West parish ward has many 

similarities with Carlton Colville itself. Both have the contrast of 

sparsely populated farmland and marshland in the west, 

alongside densely populated areas which are effectively suburbs 

of Lowestoft, but not within the Lowestoft parish itself. It is 

suggested that these similarities potentially outweigh the slightly 

awkward geography involved.  

The proposal has a strong advantage in that it brings into one 

division all of the low-lying agricultural or marsh land bounded by 

the River Waveney in the west (itself the border with Norfolk), 

and south of Oulton Dyke and Oulton Broad to the north. Issues 

such as flooding and flood protection, the many ecological sites 

and associated issues (e.g. the Carlton Marshes Nature Reserve), 

and related tourism and leisure uses of the waterways are 

increasingly important for the community and hence for local 

government. Suffolk County Council, as the Lead Local Flood 

Authority is a key player, and it would be advantageous to have 
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one SCC Councillor able to relate to and represent the 

community on these issues.  

As it comprises over 80% of the electorate, naming the division 

Carlton Colville seems logical. 

Carlton & Whitton 8,426 -0.4% 32 The proposed Carlton & Whitton division consists of the Elmtree 

and Tom Crisp Lowestoft Town Council wards, plus the NKPPN 

polling district from Kirkley & Pakefield East Suffolk Council ward. 

This yields an almost perfect electoral equality variance of -

0.4%.  

The proposed name matches that of the district ward and 

provides more definition than the existing, rather nebulous 

current division name - South Lowestoft. 

Framlingham 7,794 -7.9% 664 This proposed division, which comprises of 20 parishes, is based 

fundamentally on shared community interest areas related to the 

thriving market town of Framlingham. Therefore, it is suggested 

that the existing division name is retained. 

This division has an electoral equality variance of -7.9%, but 

there are few options to enlarge in any direction. Accordingly, 

the proposed division is seen as an area of identifiable 

community interest, albeit very large geographically and in terms 

of the numbers of parishes involved.  

Grundisburgh & 

Wickham Market 

7,937 -6.2% 521 As with Framlingham, this proposed division is based 

fundamentally on community interest areas related to the two 

thriving market towns of Grundisburgh and Wickham Market. 

Naming the division after the two towns will bring additional 

community coherence and identity to the wider electorate.    
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The division is very large - both geographically and in terms of 

the numbers of parishes (21). However, the variance of –6.2% 

still meets the Boundary Commission criterion.  

Gunton 7,670 -9.3% 788 This proposed division comprises the current East Suffolk Council 

Gunton and St. Margaret’s ward and yields an electoral equality 

variance of -5.6%. As there is hardly any difference between this 

division and the existing one, it is proposed that the existing 

name be retained.  

Halesworth 7,731 -8.6% 727 This proposed division of a largish market town and its natural 

community hinterlands is another prime example of the elector 

sparsity problem affecting this part of the county. Careful 

consideration has been given to recognising, as far as possible, 

the natural market town communities of interest. Although the 

electoral equality variance in this proposed division is -8.6%, we 

believe this is unavoidable.  

As Halesworth is by far the largest settlement in this division, it 

seems sensible to retain the existing division name. 

Harbour 9,001 +6.4% 543 The entire East Suffolk Council/Lowestoft Town Council Harbour 

and Normanston ward, at 11,578 electors, is too large to be a 

division on its own. This proposed division comprises three of the 

four polling districts on the seaward side of the ward.  

This area has good links to the town centre of Lowestoft via the 

two immediately adjacent railway bridges on St. Margaret’s Road 

and Church Road. In fact, there is significant separation from the 

rest of Normanston through the church and large cemetery, the 

allotments to the south of Church Road, and more large 

allotments north of Kelly-Pain Court. This is, therefore, a 
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somewhat self-contained community with strong links to the east 

and the town. Having removed the Normanston ward from this 

proposed division, it is suggested that it be named Harbour. 

With an electoral equality variation of 6.4% this appears a logical 

proposal. 

Kesgrave 9,170 +8.4% 712 The Kesgrave parish (coterminous with the East Suffolk Council 

Kesgrave ward) is too large for one division at 10,704 electors 

and a +26.6% electoral equality variance.  However, there is 

considerable community interest between the western part of 

Kesgrave and Rushmere St. Andrew, with an essentially Ipswich-

facing provision of services and facilities. Accordingly, it is 

proposed to move polling district SKGWB into the new Rushmere 

St. Andrew division proposed below. This produces fair electoral 

equality in the proposed Kesgrave division at 8.4% and keeps 

the Kesgrave East parish ward intact. It is suggested that the 

division is named just Kesgrave. 

Kirkley & 

Pakefield 

9,252 +9.4% 794 This proposed division comprises in the main the Kirkley area, 

together with two of the Pakefield polling districts. Whilst it has 

been possible to keep the Kirkley parish ward intact, it has meant 

that the Pakefield parish ward is split to obtain an acceptable 

electoral equality variance of 9.4%. This is a new name for the 

division and again gives the community an increased sense of 

identity. 

Martlesham 

 

7,855 -7.1% 603 This proposed division comprises the Martlesham parish ward 

together with the Orwell villages on the Felixstowe peninsular, to 

the border with the Trimley’s. The villages themselves have far 

too small an electorate to form a division, and increasingly look 

to Martlesham as a retail and employment centre, with the 
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continuing expansion of the offer in this thriving location. An 

electoral equality variance of -7.1% is justified in this proposed 

arrangement. It is proposed that the existing division name of 

Martlesham is retained. 

Oulton 

 

8,043 -4.9% 415 This proposed division comprises the five northern rural parishes 
together with the St. Margaret’s West ward of Lowestoft Town 
Council and the entire Oulton parish. The electoral equality 
variation of -4.9% is a product of the boundary limitations of the 
area. The common community interests of the parishes involved 
do appear to be clear on the ground, and therefore we suggest 
that -4.9% is appropriate in this case. There is little change to 
this division and, therefore, it is proposed that the existing name 
is retained. 

Oulton Broad & 

Normanston 

9,300 +10% 842 This proposed division comprises part of the Harbour & 

Normanston parish ward, together with the North parish ward 

and South East parish ward of Oulton Broad parish.  

Although it would have been preferable to keep all of the Oulton 

Broad parish/East Suffolk Council Oulton Broad ward together, 

both geography and numbers make this almost impossible. As it 

is, the proposed division yields an electoral equality variance on 

the limit of 10%. 

It is important for community identity purposes to retain the 

historical name Normanston. Therefore, it is suggested that the 

division be named Oulton Broad and Normanston. 

Rushmere St. 

Andrew 

8,768 +3.7% 310 This proposed division keeps the Rushmere St. Andrew parish 

intact. The inclusion of Purdis Farm parish in the division ensures 

the grouped parish of Purdis Farm, Foxhall and Brightwell 
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remains intact. These parishes have a strongly expressed affinity, 

as evidenced in the recent East Suffolk Council review. 

We believe this proposal represents the best solution from both a 

community and an effective local government perspective, whilst 

also providing the best possible electoral equality at a variance of 

3.7%. We have proposed the name Rushmere St. Andrew to 

reflect the name of the parish from which this division draws the 

bulk of its electorate. 

Saxmundham & 

Rendlesham 

8,522 +0.8% 64 Saxmundham and Rendlesham are two substantial, partially 

suburban communities straddling or close to the A12, as a strong 

linking factor, along with the intervening and adjoining villages. 

The A12 and associated traffic management and access issues 

surrounding some development sites are significant areas of 

common interest for this division. They form a natural division 

with an electoral equality variance of just +0.8%.  

As with Grundisburgh and Wickham Market, it is felt that naming 

the division after the two towns will bring additional community 

coherence and identity to the electorate. 

Walton & The 

Trimleys 

7,836 -7.4% 622 This proposed division comprises the current Felixstowe Town 

Council ward of Walton and the two Trimley parishes of Trimley 

St Martin and Trimley St Mary. It provides a variation of -7.4%.  

Walton and the Trimley’s are physically, socially and historically 

closely linked, notably by the original Roman road, now High 

Street/High Road through the centre of each. Indeed, Walton 

was the only significant settlement in the entire current civil 

parish of Felixstowe prior to the latter part of the 19th century. 

The community interest criterion is thus clearly met in this 

proposed division, and hence the proposed name. 
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Wilford 8,209 -2.9% 249 Melton is a large village (3,679 electors) adjacent to Woodbridge, 

but Melton and Woodbridge are too large to form a single 

division. Melton accordingly becomes the obvious community 

core for a division to the south and east, bounded by the 

Woodbridge division, Deben Estuary and the sea. The proposed 

division includes a cohesive group of parishes bound in part by 

Butley Creek, which forms a natural boundary, and keeps the 

grouped parish of Butley, Capel St Andrew and Wantisden intact. 

The proposal also maintains coterminosity with the East Suffolk 

Council ward of Melton.  

The wide range of issues around the Deben Estuary, the coast, 
the smaller waterways and coastal heath landscape with many 
designated sites, all with interlinking flooding, coastal 
management and ecological challenges, form a strong 
community character for this division. The division has an 
electoral equality variation of -3.2%. 

The proposed name comes from the old Suffolk Hundred of 
Wilford which includes eleven of the seventeen villages in this 
proposal.  

Woodbridge 8,610 +1.8% 152 Woodbridge, adjacent to Melton, is too large to combine with 

that parish, so is combined with surrounding rural parishes for 

whom it is a natural centre. The numbers required for electoral 

equality are substantial, so the division includes Ufford, as well 

as five smaller nearby rural parishes. This division is seen to 

have very limited new development potential in the emerging 

East Suffolk Council Local Plan. 

The Martlesham North parish ward is also included in the 

proposed Woodbridge division. This is in line with the clear 

community interest perspective articulated in the LGBCE East 
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Suffolk Council review of 2018. It is effectively a suburb of 

Woodbridge, separated from the rest of Martlesham by the 

railway, and further east by marshland and Martlesham Creek. 

As Woodbridge forms the majority of the proposed division, it 

seems logical to retain the existing division name. 

The proposal results in an electoral equality variance of 1.8%. 

Worlingham & 

Kessingland  

8,634 +2.1% 176 Worlingham and Kessingland are sizeable, developed parishes. 

Together with the intervening villages, they form a viable division 

of separate communities that all share their proximity to 

Lowestoft and its role as the provider of services and facilities. 

The proposed division has an electoral equality variance of just 

2.1%.  

As with other divisions, it is felt that naming the division after the 

two towns will bring additional community coherence and 

identity to the electorate. 

 

3.3.1 Proposed Felixstowe divisions  

Clearly, effective local government would be best served in a large town such as Felixstowe by electoral divisions entirely within the town. 

However, as was the case in the 2004 LGBCE review of Suffolk County Council, the requirement of electoral equality does not support that. 

The predicted electorate of the Felixstowe parish in 2025 is 20,056. Two electoral divisions would yield a +18.6% variance, while three 

divisions would yield a variance of -21.0%, neither option being viable. 

If the Felixstowe parish, the Trimley St Martin parish and the Trimley St Mary parish are viewed collectively, the predicted electorate in 2025 is 

24,712. Three electoral divisions would yield a -2.6% variance. It is therefore clear that treating the three parishes collectively is a valid 

approach. Accordingly, in our table above, we propose a Walton & The Trimleys division that keeps the Walton parish ward and the two 

Trimley parishes intact.  

For the remainder of Felixstowe (16,876 electors), two single Member divisions are proposed.  
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In terms of effective local government, it is desirable that the Felixstowe Town Council (FTC) wards composing the two proposed divisions are 

shaped in a way which has a sense of local identity which the electorate can relate to and which recognises the widely varying characteristics 

of different parts of the town which Town Councillors for those wards can effectively represent.   

The current very large FTC Coastal ward, created in the 2019 review, with eight FTC Councillors all representing a current electorate of 9,988, 

with 10,620 predicted by 2025, is far from ideal in this respect. In addition, the very small Marshes ward (447 electors predicted by 2025) has 

a large over-representation within FTC. The ward was created solely to satisfy the requirement to retain the current SCC Trimleys & North 

Felixstowe division boundary on Beatrice Avenue, following the move of the East Suffolk Council boundary on Garrison Lane. This requirement 

no longer exists, as our proposal uses the FTC Walton ward to combine with the Trimleys and provides a coterminous boundary on Garrison 

Lane. 

The divisions we propose do recommend changes to the current FTC wards. We are conscious that the proposed changes could not be made 

without the Felixstowe Town Council being consulted by LGBCE on this issue. The two proposed divisions are as follows: 

 

Felixstowe Maritime 

Forecast electorate 2025: 8,833 

Forecast electoral variance 2025: +4.4% 

Forecast electoral variance - number: 375 

This proposed division is comprised of: 

1. The existing FTC Port ward - 5,809 electors predicted by 2025 as follows: 

• Polling district SWFPA - 2,563 electors 

• Polling district SWFPB - 2,534 electors  

• Polling district SWFPC - 712 electors 

2. A new FTC South ward from Landguard Point northwards, formed from: 

• Polling district SEFCH - 1,671 electors  

• Polling district SEFCG - 1,353 electors - achieved by moving approximately 800 electors to polling district SEFCF in the 

Felixstowe Clifflands division proposed below, or alternatively to a new polling district within Felixstowe Clifflands.  

No large-scale development is expected within this proposed division, so a modest positive variance appears appropriate. The proposed 

division contains both of the distinctive coastal connections of the town, the large and thriving container port to the north and the original 

planned seaside town in the south, with a strong commercial seafront character.  
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Felixstowe Clifflands 

Forecast electorate 2025: 8,043 

Forecast electoral variance 2025: -4.9% 

Forecast electoral variance - number: 415 

This proposed division is comprised of: 

1. The existing FTC Marshes ward - 447 electors predicted by 2025 

2. The remainder of the East Suffolk Council Coastal ward plus 800 electors from polling district SEFCG totalling 7,596 predicted electors 

by 2025 - as follows: 

• Polling district SEFCA - 1,821 electors 

• Polling district SEFCB - 1,518 electors 

• Polling district SEFCC - 913 electors  

• Polling district SEFCD - 445 electors 

• Polling district SEFCE - 785 electors 

• Polling district SEFCF - 1,314 electors plus 800 electors from SEFCG - 2,114 electors in total. Alternatively, the 800 electors could 

form a new polling district  

The remainder of the FTC ward detailed above, could either be a large, new FTC East ward or, preferably, be split into two smaller Central and 

East wards. The area comprises part of the town centre and a wide variety of housing that developed in the town over the past 120 years, all 

on the high ground behind the soft sea cliffs. The seafront in this area has a distinctive, less commercial character than that of the southern 

sea front in the proposed Maritime division. But within that similarity of urban character, the different ages of development have distinct 

characters themselves, including, but not limited to, the highly valued Conservation Area in the southern part of this division.   
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4. Ipswich 

Ipswich currently (2019) has an electorate of 98,703 and 13 County Councillors. The number of electors per Councillor currently ranges from 

5,752 (-23% variance from the average electors per County Councillor for Suffolk) in the Bixley division, to 16,744 in the two-Councillor 

Chantry division (+11% variance). 

With a projected electorate in 2025 of 102,658, twelve Members, and an average for Suffolk of 8,458 electors, the Ipswich area starts with a 

variance of +1.1% overall, due to the constraint of all SCC divisions being within a district boundary. 
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4.1 Map of proposed Ipswich divisions 
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4.2 Proposed divisions and statutory criteria 

The table below shows how the proposed division arrangements for Ipswich reflect the three statutory criteria of: 

1) Equality of representation 

2) Reflecting Community Interests and Identities 

3) Providing for Convenient and Effective Local Government. 

All 12 proposed divisions have less than 10% variance in electoral equality. Ten of the 12 proposed divisions have less than 5% variance; six 

have a variance of less than 2%.  

The breakdown for each of the proposed divisions can be found in Appendix 3.  

Key for table: 

 +10% variance or greater in electoral equality 

 -10% variance or greater in electoral equality 

 

Division name Forecast 
electorate 
2025 

Forecast 
electoral 
variance 2025 

Electoral 
variance - 
number 

Rationale and evidence that proposals meet the statutory 
criteria 

Belstead Hills 8,985 +6.2% 527 This proposed division is based on the Stoke Park ward and 
nearly two-thirds of the electorate of the Sprites ward of Ipswich 
Borough Council.  Residential, suburban and south-west facing, 
the constituent polling districts offer a tightly drawn future 
electoral arrangement that respects community interests, such as 
families who use the Gusford Community Primary School and the 
Willows Primary School. As a County Council function, education 
is therefore an issue connecting the components of this proposed 
division. 
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We are suggesting the name Belstead Hills, as this is a term used 
by local people that covers the area within the proposed 
boundary. To add further weight to the proposed name, it is 
worth pointing out that the pharmacy on Sheldrake Drive is 
called Belstead Hills Pharmacy. 

Bridge 8,279 -2.1% 179 The proposed Bridge division is coterminous with the existing 

Suffolk County Council Bridge division, which consists of the 

Bridge borough ward and the AA polling district of the Alexandra 

ward of Ipswich Borough Council. 

The northern end of Bridge ward (polling district NB) has a 

similar inner-town feel to sections of the AA polling district with 

its proximity to the Ipswich waterfront. Both polling districts have 

a considerable number of apartments.   

The proposed division’s connections to the town centre, and the 

electoral equality variance of -2% that it yields, underpin the 

proposal to maintain the current electoral arrangements for 

Bridge.   

Chantry 8,599 +1.7% 141 Chantry is an established post-war community on Ipswich’s 

western fringe.  Based on the Gipping ward of Ipswich borough, 

the proposed Chantry division also accommodates the MA polling 

district to ensure good electoral equality. MA is linked to the 

polling districts of the Gipping ward through being located within 

the catchment area of the Oaks Primary School. This connecting 

feature will be a key aspect of a local Councillors’ responsibilities 

in serving their electorate. 

Christchurch 8,621 +1.9% 163 Located on the immediate northern and north-western periphery 

of the town centre, the proposed division is based largely on the 

Westgate ward of Ipswich Borough Council and the southern 
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portion of St Margaret’s ward of Ipswich Borough Council.  The 

four Westgate polling districts and HB are connected by Anglesea 

Road and part of Norwich road.  Similar to HB and HC, the 

southern Westgate polling districts are all within reasonable 

walkable distance of the town (ten minutes) and less suburban 

than their more northern counterparts.  Furthermore, issues such 

as inner town congestion unite the communities falling within the 

boundaries of this proposed division. 

We are suggesting the name Christchurch because Christchurch 

Park is within the division.  

Henley Rise 8,154 -3.6% 304 Our proposed Henley Rise division is focused on the Whitton 

borough ward with the inclusion of the OA polling district from 

the Castle Hill borough ward.  Like the polling districts forming 

the Whitton borough ward, OA is suburban in nature and local 

young people are served by Ormiston Academy from the ages of 

11 to 18.  The Whitton portion of the proposed division is also 

easily connected to OA by Burke, Elmcroft and 

Highfield/Shakespeare Roads. 

We are suggesting the name Henley Rise because this is a term 

that local people use to refer to the wider Whitton and Castle Hill 

areas. To underline this, it is noted that the Co-Op on Fircroft 

Road - which sits within the proposed division - bears the name 

Henley Rise. Internet searches also return numerous historical 

references to this term. Furthermore, the name ‘Henley Rise’ is 

used by estate agents when marketing houses in the area and 

this can also be evidenced online.  

Nacton Heath 8,827 +4.4% 369 Located on the south-eastern fringe of Ipswich, this proposed 

division is centred around the southern end of Nacton Road. 
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Despite being separated from Gainsborough and the DC polling 

district by Nacton Road, the communities of DB and DD are 

connected through falling within the catchment area of Ipswich 

Academy.  Furthermore, these communities are also regular 

users of the Lidl superstore on the western side of Nacton Road, 

which reflects local community shopping habits. 

In addition to the factors mentioned above, the communities 

comprising the Gainsborough polling districts of this proposed 

division (CE and CD) are also served by the Gainsborough Sports 

Centre, which is a popular local resource for both Gainsborough 

and Priory residents. 

We are suggesting the name Nacton Heath as this an historic 

name used by local people to refer to the areas within the 

boundary. 

St Augustine’s 8,367 -1.1% 91 Centred on the current Ipswich Borough Council ward of Bixley, 

the proposed St Augustine’s division is comprised of communities 

close to the Rushmere, Bixley and Heath Roads. 

Due to the comparatively small electorate of the Bixley borough 

ward, it is proposed that the GA polling district from the 

Rushmere borough ward be included. It is similarly suburban in 

nature with its close proximity to the nearby heathland and 

connecting Humber Doucy Lane. 

To ensure good electoral equality it is also proposed that the EB 

polling district be included in the proposed division. EB is home 

to Copleston High School, whose catchment area extends into 

the majority of the Bixley borough ward polling districts. 

We are suggesting the name St Augustine’s as this is the name 

of a well-known Church within the division. Using the borough 
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ward name of Bixley could be confusing as there would be over 

2,500 people who would be part of this county division but not 

part of the Bixley borough ward. 

St Clement’s 8,616 +1.9% 158 The proposed division of St Clements takes in an area of central 

east Ipswich, which for the most part is comprised of Victorian 

housing. Given the era of the housing, the lack of parking and 

congested streets are common issues facing residents there. 

Most children of secondary school age attend Copleston High 

School. 

The proposed name recognises the former Victorian-built hospital 

that served Ipswich as a mental health facility for most of the 

1900s and from 1948 as an NHS hospital. Sitting in polling 

district EE the former hospital building now houses forty-eight 

residential units, known as Belgrove Place, but retains the 

magnificent façade and many of its period features. 

Ipswich Bus routes 4 and 5 offer services that are within a short 

walking distance for most residents. 

St Luke’s 8,083 -4.4% 375 Similar to the existing Gainsborough division, the new St Luke’s 

division would make use of Landseer Road as a connecting 

feature between the CA and CB polling districts and the BC 

polling district. In addition, the eastern end of BC enjoys a strong 

community surrounding Clapgate Lane, which falls within the CC 

polling district. It is proposed that the polling districts of BB and 

BD join BC in a new division, given their shared community 

interest based on Holywells Park. The proposed division is named 

after St Luke’s - the church in the middle of the proposed 

division. 
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St Mary’s 9,080 +7.4% 622 The St Mary’s division comprises an area to the east and north-

east of Ipswich. A mix of Victorian and traditional 1930s housing, 

the proposed division has three primary schools, namely St 

Helen’s Primary School, Clifford Road Primary School, and St 

Mary’s Catholic Primary School. The proposed division is served 

by the Ipswich bus route 5E which covers most of the proposed 

division.  

We are proposing the name St Mary’s as there is a school, a 

church and a residential development within the proposed 

division that bear that name. 

Valley 8,480 0.3% 22 The Valley division centres on the Valley Road and adjoining 

Colchester Road of suburban northern Ipswich. Given that 

highways is a county responsibility, management of the 

aforementioned roads is an issue of paramount importance to 

constituents throughout the entirety of Valley division. The 

proposed Northern Fringe development is another issue that is of 

interest to constituents throughout the proposed division, from 

east to west, particularly regarding the implications for 

connecting roads, such as Westerfield and Tuddenham roads. 

It is noted that the proposed division crosses the Ipswich to 

Westerfield railway line. That said, upon visiting the site, the 

Commission will see that this does not impede access between 

the OB polling district and the rest of the division, as the 

connecting Dale Hall Lane highway crosses over the line itself. In 

fact, the Castle Hill borough ward has the same arrangement, so 

the principle is well established. 

Whitehouse 8,567 +1.3% 109 Comprising the Whitehouse borough ward and the most 

northerly polling district of Westgate (JB), the proposed 
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Whitehouse division reflects the town’s north-western 

communities of Whitehouse and Westbourne. JB polling district is 

connected to the LE polling district through the catchment area 

of Springfield Primary School. 

The Commission should note that, while the Ipswich to 

Westerfield railway line does separate parts of the division, this is 

no impediment to access, due to the uninterrupted Norwich Road 

highway beneath the Ferodo bridge. 
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5. Mid Suffolk  

Mid Suffolk currently (2019) has an electorate of 79,671 and 10 County Councillors. The number of electors per Councillor currently ranges 

from 7,228 (-4% variance from the average electors per County Councillor for Suffolk) in the Thedwastre South division, to 8,909 in the 

Stowmarket North & Stowupland division (+19% variance). 

With a projected electorate in 2025 of 85,693, ten Members and an average for Suffolk of 8,458 electors, the Mid Suffolk area starts with a 

variance of +1.3% overall, due to the constraint of all Suffolk County Council divisions being within a district boundary.  

The parish of Stowmarket is split for the purposes of electoral equality. We considered proposing a two Member combined division for 

Stowmarket, but discounted the option as we have strong concerns. Stowmarket South and North encompass a large electorate and it is likely 

that both Councillors would want to service, and be seen to be servicing, the whole town. This would particularly be the case should the two 

Councillors represent different political parties. As such, we feel this would put an excessive and undue burden on both Councillors and would 

not lead to effective and efficient local government. For the purposes of electoral equality, it is considered that the proposed change does not 

impact to any real extent on the other two criteria. 

Under the proposals for Mid Suffolk, no parish wards or grouped parish councils are split.  
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5.1 Map of proposed Mid Suffolk divisions 
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5.2 Detailed map of Stowmarket divisions 
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5.3 Proposed divisions and statutory criteria 

The table below shows how the proposed division arrangements for Mid Suffolk reflect the three statutory criteria of: 

1) Equality of representation 

2) Reflecting Community Interests and Identities 

3) Providing for Convenient and Effective Local Government. 

All 10 proposed divisions have less than 10% variance in electoral equality. Seven of the ten proposed divisions have a variance in electoral 

equality less than 5% and six have a variance in electoral equality of 2% or less. As there are only relatively minor changes to the existing ten 

divisions, it is suggested that the existing division names are maintained. 

The breakdown for each of the proposed divisions can be found in Appendix 4.  

Key for table: 

 +10% variance or greater in electoral equality 

 -10% variance or greater in electoral equality 

 

Division name Forecast 
electorate 
2025 

Forecast 
electoral 
variance 2025 

Electoral 
variance - 
number 

Rationale and evidence that proposals meet the statutory 
criteria 

Bosmere 8,414 -0.5% 44 The main change to the existing division is the addition of the 

parish of Coddenham (516 electors). This is also a split to the 

existing Mid Suffolk District Council (MSDC) ward of Claydon & 

Barham, but there doesn’t seem to be any strong evidence of 

community interest linking it to that ward. The loss of Combs 

parish (596 electors) is deemed acceptable, as this parish looks 

to Stowmarket South as its main town rather than Needham 

Market. The loss of the parish of Little Finborough (54 electors) 
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means that it is now properly aligned with its neighbouring 

parish of Great Finborough. 

Gipping Valley 8,575 +1.4% 117 This divisions remains unchanged from the existing division and, 

as it has good electoral equality, it is logical to leave it as is. 

Hartismere 8,809 +4.1% 351 The only change to the existing county council division is the 

inclusion of the parish of Finningham (406 electors). However, if 

Finningham remained within the district ward of Bacton, the 

variance for the Upper Gipping Valley division would increase to 

9.8% and the variance for this division would reduce to -0.7%. It 

is anticipated that future growth, as per the MSDC draft Local 

Plan, would mean that the Upper Gipping Valley would soon 

exceed the 10% variance. 

Hoxne and Eye 8,512 +0.6% 54 The inclusion of the parish of Occold (435 electors) is the only 

change to the existing division and was suggested previously by 

the Occold parish council. As Occold is part of the existing Eye 

district ward, this change appears sensible. In the MSDC review, 

it was noted that Redlingfield Parish shares community links with 

the parishes of Athelington and Horham via a village magazine 

and links with Eye and Occold for shopping, schooling and leisure 

activities. We have therefore ensured these remain within the 

same division. 

Stowmarket 

North 

7,712 -8.8% 746 The loss of Stowupland parish reduces the variance to -8.8%. 

However, this is considered a sensible move as the majority of 

Stowmarket’s growth, identified in the draft MSDC Local Plan, is 

due for this division. We are aware of a planning application due 

to be registered very shortly for approximately 500 dwellings at 

Ashes Farm, which is not included in MSDC’s five-year land 
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supply. We are also aware that Stowmarket Town Council has 

formally requested MSDC to carry out a community governance 

review of the western boundary of this division, which, if 

approved, would mean the addition of approximately 200 

dwellings. Assuming two electors per dwelling, this produces a 

new variance of +7.7%.  

It should also be noted that this new arrangement is fully 

coterminous with both the Stowmarket Town Council and the 

Mid Suffolk District Council warding arrangements. 

Stowmarket 

South 

9,211 +8.9% 753 We are not proposing any changes to the current Suffolk County 

Council division. Although the variance is relatively high at 8.9%, 

the boundaries are fully coterminous with both the town and 

district council warding arrangements.  

Thedwastre North 8,521 +0.7% 63 The only minor changes to this division are the loss of the 

parishes of Tostock (425 electors) and Finningham (406 

electors). As a result, it achieves almost perfect electoral 

equality. Importantly, from a community identity perspective, 

Tostock is strongly aligned with Thurston. So, the proposal to 

move it into the Thedwastre South division makes sense. 

Thedwastre South 8,623 +2%% 165 The addition of Little Finborough parish (54 electors) re-unites it 

with its fellow parish Great Finborough. It is also suggested that 

the parish of Combs (596 electors) be included within this 

division, as it would align with the MSDC ward of Onehouse. 

Both Thurston and Hesset remain in the same division. As noted 

above, the inclusion of Tostock parish (425 electors) within this 

division, improves the existing linkages between it and Thurston 

parish. 
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Thredling 8,432 -0.3% 26 Whilst this is geographically the largest proposed division for Mid 

Suffolk, it has almost perfect electoral equality at -0.31% and it 

remains the same size in terms of numbers of parishes. It has 

gained two parishes - Mickfield (194 electors) and Wetheringsett 

(600 electors). It has also lost two parishes - Coddenham (516 

electors) and Rishangles (79 electors). 

Upper Gipping 8,884 +5% 426 The biggest change to this division is the inclusion of the parish 

of Stowupland (2,000 electors). Not only does this provide good 

electoral equality for the proposed division, but it also matches 

the new MSDC ward of Haughley and Stowupland. Other minor 

changes are the inclusion of the parish of Rishangles (79 

electors), and the loss of the parishes of Mickfield (194 electors) 

and Wetheringsett-cum-Brockford (600 electors). We know from 

the MSDC LGBCE review that the parishes of Mendlesham, 

Wickham Skeith and Cotton have strong community linkages and 

we have, therefore, ensured that they remain within the same 

division. 
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6. West Suffolk  

West Suffolk currently (2019) has an electorate of 122,627 and 16 County Councillors. The number of electors per Councillor currently ranges 

from 6,783 (-10% variance from the average electors per County Councillor for Suffolk) in the Haverhill East & Kedington division to 9,721 in 

the Exning & Newmarket division (+29% variance). 

With a projected electorate in 2025 of 128,929, fifteen Members, and an average of 8,458 electors for Suffolk, the West Suffolk area starts 

with a variance of +1.6% overall, due to the constraint of all Suffolk County Council divisions being within a district boundary.   

The majority (63%) of the proposed divisions retain coterminosity with the district wards - only 16 of the 43 wards are split. For the purposes 

of electoral equality, it is considered that these proposed changes do not impact to any real extent on the other two criteria.  

Three parishes are split under our proposals. In each case, keeping the parish intact within a division would deliver an unacceptably high 

variance in electoral equality. The three parishes are split as follows:  

• Bury St Edmunds parish is split, but Abbeygate parish ward, Minden parish ward, Moreton Hall parish ward, Southgate parish ward, 

St Olaves parish ward, Tollgate parish ward, Westgate parish, and Out Westgate parish ward remain intact. Only Eastgate parish 

ward is split.  

• Haverhill parish gets split, but all seven of its parish wards remain intact.  

• Newmarket parish gets split, but the All Saints parish ward, the Fresh Fields parish ward, and the Scaltback parish ward remain 

intact. Severalls parish ward and Studlands parish ward are split.  

No grouped parish councils are split under the proposals for West Suffolk.  
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6.1 Map of proposed West Suffolk divisions 
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6.2 Detailed map of Bury St Edmunds divisions 
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6.3 Detailed map of Haverhill divisions 
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6.4 Proposed divisions and statutory criteria 

The table below shows how the proposed division arrangements for West Suffolk reflect the three statutory criteria of: 

1) Equality of representation 

2) Reflecting Community Interests and Identities 

3) Providing for Convenient and Effective Local Government. 

All 15 proposed divisions have less than 10% variance in electoral equality. Twelve of the 15 proposed divisions have a variance in electoral 

equality less than 5% and six have a variance in electoral equality less than 2%.  

The breakdown for each of the proposed divisions can be found in Appendix 5.  

Key for table: 

 +10% variance or greater in electoral equality 

 -10% variance or greater in electoral equality 

 

Division name Forecast 
electorate 
2025 

Forecast 
electoral 
variance 2025 

Electoral 
variance - 
number 

Rationale and evidence that proposals meet the statutory 
criteria 

Blackbourn 8,403 -0.7% 55 Named after one of the Hundreds of Suffolk, this division is one 

of the oldest in the county. Its name is derived from the river 

which passes through several of the parishes, finishing in 

Pakenham – a new addition to this proposed division. The 

division is highly rural and borders Norfolk to the north and Mid 

Suffolk to the east, but due to the density of population in areas 

such as Stanton and Ixworth, it is not as sprawling as previous 

iterations. This will allow for effective governance of the area to 
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continue, whilst simultaneously maintaining historic links. An 

electoral variance of -0.7% supports this proposed division. 

Brandon 

 

8,560 +1.2% 102 This division includes the town of Brandon and a number of 

villages along the border with Norfolk that look both north to 

Thetford and south to Bury St Edmunds for their major services. 

The rural area contains two of the largest landed estates in west 

Suffolk - at Elveden and Euston – who have much in common. As 

with the neighbouring Row Heath division, the Brandon division 

is entirely within the Suffolk Brecks to allow for a better 

celebration of this unique landscape, which is highly distinctive 

and easy to recognise. It is noted for its forestry plantations, 

heathland, pine rows, farmland and irrigation frames - a 

landscape which is difficult to mistake for anywhere else.  

A 1.2% electoral variation, together with the large degree of 

community cohesion, makes this a natural division. It seems 

logical to retain the existing division name of Brandon. 

Cathedral 

 

9,259 +9.5% 801 A compact urban division, centred on the historic core of Bury St 

Edmunds, expanding west along Risbygate Street, south along 

Southgate Street, and east along Eastgate Street. At the centre 

of the town are the ruins of the Benedictine Monastery – the 

Abbey of St Edmund - hence the proposed division name. The 

area contains many historic properties, businesses and the retail 

town centre, as well as more modern developments to the west 

and south who use these services. The division ends in the east, 

at Hollow Road, which is a clear boundary with the neighbouring 

division. Being very compact in nature, the higher than average 

electorate variance at 9.5% will still benefit from highly effective 

governance. 
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College 

 

9,190 +8.7% 732 This division starts in Northgate Street in Bury St Edmunds and 

expands through the district wards of Tollgate and St Olaves, 

encompassing the north of the town. This division contains the 

town’s main education facilities, namely County Upper, St 

Benedict, West Suffolk College, King Edward VI, and the soon to 

be completed Abbeygate Sixth Form College. This explains the 

proposed division name.  

Alongside these key facilities are two major housing estates – the 

Howard and Mildenhall Estates. These two estates abut one 

another and have much in common due to the era in which they 

were constructed. These areas have historically been grouped 

together and, as with the Cathedral division, being compact in 

nature and densely populated, effective governance with a 

higher than average electorate variance of 8.7%, is not 

considered to be a problem. 

Clare 

 

8,495 +0.4% 37 A large rural division comprised of 21 parishes. All of the parishes 

have much in common with none abutting a large urban area – 

so issues such as transport links and rural isolation will be at the 

fore. The two largest parish areas, Clare and Wickhambrook, 

have much in common and have no natural affinity to one single 

large town in Suffolk. Instead, residents will work in and use 

facilities across each of Haverhill, Newmarket, and Bury St 

Edmunds.  

Although the division contains a high number of parishes they 

are, in the main, small with only four projected to have over 500 

electors by 2025. Despite the division’s geographical size, this 

still allows for effective governance, and with an electoral 
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variance of 0.4% it is the ideal size. It seems logical to retain the 

existing division name. 

Exning & 

Newmarket 

 

8,766 +3.6% 308 This was previously an oversized division. The proposed division 

now comprises Exning and much of urban Newmarket - hence 

the suggestion of keeping the existing division name. The 

proposed division, however, excludes some of the densely 

populated areas to the east and north. There is much community 

cohesion here, of course, due to the dominance of the horse 

racing industry in the area, and its proximity to Cambridgeshire, 

the A14, and A11. This will see commonality in terms of the 

needs and concerns of residents around such issues as the 

expansion of the town, access to facilities, and the promotion of 

the racing industry.  

With an electoral variance of 3.6%, this proposed division 

provides good electoral equality and meets the criteria of 

community identity and convenient and effective local 

government. 

Hardwick 

 

8,766 +3.6% 308 This division is comprised of the south west and southern 
suburbs of Bury St Edmunds along with the parishes of Nowton, 
Horringer, and Ickworth which sit on the border of the town. 
These parishes have historic links with Bury St Edmunds and 
have good transport links into the town. Given the proximity of 
these villages, residents have a great deal of interest in 
developments in Bury St Edmunds where the majority will work, 
use services, or have children at a local school. Historically, each 
area built up around a stately home which has now become 
publicly accessible parkland, i.e. at Hardwick Heath, Nowton 
Park, and Ickworth. These, being a draw for local residents and 
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tourists alike, along with the Hospital being a major employer, 
provides for much commonality.  

With an electoral variance of 3.6%, this commonality, coupled 
with being compact in nature, allows for extremely effective 
governance in the expanded Hardwick division. We propose 
retaining the existing division name. 

Haverhill East & 

South Risbridge 

 

8,445 -0.2% 13 A compact rural and urban division which includes east Haverhill, 

a small portion of central Haverhill to the east of Hamlet Road, 

and those villages surrounding the town that look to the town as 

their main service centre. These villages share much in common 

due to their proximity to both Cambridgeshire to the west and 

Essex to the south. Their needs and concerns will mirror many of 

those in urban Haverhill around future growth, the provision of 

key services, transport infrastructure and connectivity with 

Cambridge.  

All the villages within this proposed division formed part of the 

old Suffolk Hundred of Risbridge, hence the proposed name. This 

proposed division has an electoral variance of just 0.2%. 

Haverhill North & 

West 

8,356 -1.2% 102 A compact urban division comprised of the Haverhill North and 

Haverhill West district council wards, and hence the proposed 

division name. As with the other proposed Haverhill divisions, 

these areas don’t just look east into Suffolk but also have strong 

links with Essex and Cambridgeshire. An electoral variance of -

1.2% makes it a logical division in size. 

Haverhill South 

 

8,142 -3.7% 316 A compact urban division comprised of south Haverhill and 

central Haverhill to the west of Hamlet Road. The proposed 

division name complements the proposed Haverhill North and 

West division. The division borders Essex to the south and 
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Cambridgeshire to the west. As with the other proposed Haverhill 

divisions, these areas don’t just look east into Suffolk but also 

have strong links with Essex and Cambridgeshire. In fact, 

Haverhill is a part of the official Greater Cambridge sub-region. 

An electoral variance of -3.7% makes this a logical division. 

Lackford & 

Thingoe 

 

8,638 +2.1% 180 A rural division containing portions of the Lackford and Thingoe 

Hundreds of Suffolk along the A14 corridor between Bury St 

Edmunds and Newmarket and adjacent to the A11. This also 

explains the proposed division name. Red Lodge, in the west of 

the division, has seen substantial growth in recent years and is 

establishing its own community identity, having little in common 

with Newmarket – the town with which it has historically been 

grouped. Instead, Red Lodge has far more in common with 

villages along the A14 corridor, like Barrow and the Fornhams, 

which have also seen substantial development. These 

communities along the A14 and near the A11 are home to many 

young families, first-time buyers, and commuters. These 

commonalities, along with it being a division that is easily 

traversed given its proximity to major roads, will allow for 

extremely effective governance. With an electoral variance of 

2.1% this too meets the Boundary Commissions criteria. 

Mildenhall 

 

8,706 +2.9% 248 This division is comprised of the town of Mildenhall and the 

villages to the south and west with which it holds so much in 

common, not least due to the proximity of the Lakenheath Air 

Force Base, the A11, and the border with Cambridgeshire. A 

2.9% electoral variance meets the Boundary Commission’s 

criteria. It seems logical to retain the existing division name. 
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Newmarket & 

North Risbridge 

 

8,531 +0.9% 73 This division comprises much of the east of Newmarket where 

the horse racing industry is of huge importance. Rather than 

including Red Lodge, with which there is little cohesion or 

community save proximity, the division spreads into a small area 

of rural West Suffolk with heavy links to Newmarket not just in 

terms of education and facilities but also through historic – and 

ongoing – links with the racing industry. It also uses the A14 as 

a boundary.  

With eight of the ten villages having been in the old Suffolk 

Hundred of Risbridge, it appears sensible to use this name. With 

an electoral variance of 0.9% it is almost the perfect size.  

Rougham Airfield 

 

8,644 +2.2% 186 The growth of the Moreton Hall housing estate east towards 

Rougham and north-east towards Great Barton creates a natural 

link between these three areas. The future growth of Great 

Barton will see even better connectivity. With shops, a post 

office, GP surgery, and other facilities – Moreton Hall is already 

serving many of the needs of these communities as they grow. 

While planning policies continue to prevent the coalescence of 

these settlements, Moreton Hall has already expanded into the 

parish of Rougham and it would be unnatural to split these areas 

in terms of governance.  

The division is named after Rougham Airfield, a source of much 

local pride due to its role in World War II. Indeed, many roads 

on the Moreton Hall estate have names reflecting this history. 

The expansion of these three areas allows for them to be 

grouped together in a new division and afford the two parishes 

the effective governance they may not otherwise see if included 
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with a vast rural division. In addition, an electoral variance of 

2.2% meets the Commission’s criteria. 

Row Heath 

 

8,028 -5.1% 430 The proposed division starts in north-west Suffolk and continues 

south east towards Bury St Edmunds along and north of the 

A1101 – the main link into Suffolk and with Bury St Edmunds. As 

with the existing division, Lakenheath and Beck Row form a 

substantial part of the electoral base. These two areas are 

grouped with villages in the southern part of the Suffolk Brecks, 

which allows, with the neighbouring Brandon division, for a 

better celebration of this unique landscape.  

An electoral variation of 5.1% is considered acceptable, 

especially when taking into account the community identity and 

convenient and effective local governance. The majority of the 

existing division is contained within this proposed division, hence 

the suggestion to retain its name. 
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7. Conclusion 
 

Overall, our proposals deliver strongly on the criterion of electoral equality, with 97% of the 

divisions (68 of the 70) delivering an electoral variance of less than 10%. The table below 

summarises the variance in electoral equality across the 70 single Member divisions that are 

proposed: 

  
Number of 
divisions 

% 

Less than 2% 27 of 70 divisions 38.6% 

Less than 5% 48 0f 70 divisions 68.6% 

Less than 10% 68 0f 70 divisions 97.1% 

10% and over  1 division at 10% 1.4% 

10% and under 1 division at -13.6% 1.4% 

 

With regard to the criterion of community interests and identity, we have aimed not to break 

existing community connections. We have, as far as possible, respected existing parishes, 

parish wards, and grouped parish councils. Across the four district council areas, 10 parishes 

have been split - one in Babergh, five in East Suffolk, one in Mid Suffolk, and three in West 

Suffolk. Seven parish wards have been split - four in East Suffolk and three in West Suffolk. 

These parishes and parish wards had to be split, as our proposals keep the criterion of 

electoral equality at the forefront. No grouped parish councils are split under our proposals.  

Regarding effective and efficient local government, no district or borough boundaries are 

crossed. Although some divisions are geographically very large, we believe the size is 

appropriate. For those divisions that are very large, we do not feel that is desirable to 

increase their size any further in an attempt to decrease the variance in electoral equality. 

We believe that doing so will be contrary to the Boundary Commission’s requirement that 

none of the proposed divisions are too large to represent effectively.  
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Appendix 1: Breakdown for proposed Babergh divisions 
 

BROOK DIVISION 

Area Predicted Electorate 2025 

Aldham 173 

Belstead 177 

Bentley 705 

Burstall 187 

Chattisham 154 

Copdock & Washbrook 955 

Elmsett 688 

Hintlesham 538 

Pinewood North West 2,482 

Pinewood South East 968 

Sproughton 1,448 

Predicted electorate for division 8,475 

Variance in electoral equality % +0.2% 

Variance in electoral equality number 17 

    

CONSTABLE DIVISION 

Area Predicted Electorate 2025 

Capel St. Mary 2,568 

East Bergholt East 386 

East Bergholt West 2,022 

Higham 128 

Holton St. Mary 189 

Nayland with Wissington 989 

Polstead 746 

Shelley 50 

Stoke by Nayland 560 

Stratford St. Mary 622 

Wenham Magna 125 

Wenham Parva 32 

Predicted electorate for division 8,417 

Variance in electoral equality % -0.5% 

Variance in electoral equality number 41 
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CORNARD AND SUDBURY EAST DIVISION 

Area Predicted Electorate 2025 

Great Cornard North Part 1 2,206 

Great Cornard North Part 2 1,421 

Great Cornard South Part 1 2,851 

Great Cornard South Part 2 1,007 

Sudbury Elm & Hillside 690 

Predicted electorate for division 8,175 

Variance in electoral equality % -3.3% 

Variance in electoral equality number 283 

    

COSFORD DIVISION 

Area Predicted Electorate 2025 

Alpheton 221 

Bildeston 897 

Boxford 1,093 

Brent Eleigh 157 

Brettenham 214 

Chelsworth 125 

Cockfield 761 

Edwardstone 325 

Groton 239 

Hitcham 589 

Kettlebaston 69 

Lavenham 1,607 

Lindsey 166 

Little Waldingfield 308 

Milden 101 

Monks Eleigh 425 

Nedging with Naughton 357 

Preston St. Mary 180 

Semer 122 

Thorpe Morieux 226 

Wattisham 95 

Predicted electorate for division 8,277 

Variance in electoral equality % -2.1% 

Variance in electoral equality number 181 
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GAINSBOROUGH DIVISION 

Area Predicted Electorate 2025 

Acton 1,534 

Assington 376 

Bures St. Mary 856 

Chilton 314 

Great Waldingfield 1,389 

Leavenheath 1,188 

Little Cornard 276 

Newton 425 

Sudbury East 1,997 

Predicted electorate for division 8,355 

Variance in electoral equality % -1.2% 

Variance in electoral equality number 103 

    

HADLEIGH DIVISION 

Area Predicted Electorate 2025 

Hadleigh North Part 1 564 

Hadleigh North Part 2 1,625 

Hadleigh South Part 1 931 

Hadleigh South Part 2 2,195 

Hadleigh South Part 3 1,643 

Kersey 304 

Layham 494 

Raydon 442 

Whatfield 297 

Predicted electorate for division 8,495 

Variance in electoral equality % +0.4% 

Variance in electoral equality number 37 
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MELFORD DIVISION 

Area Predicted Electorate 2025 

Boxted 103 

Glemsford 2,888 

Hartest 395 

Lawshall 829 

Long Melford North 1,795 

Long Melford South 1,511 

Shimpling 364 

Somerton 83 

Stanstead 303 

Predicted electorate for division 8,271 

Variance in electoral equality % -2.2% 

Variance in electoral equality number 187 

  

PENINSULA DIVISION 

Area Predicted Electorate 2025 

Brantham 2,063 

Chelmondiston 911 

Erwarton 115 

Freston 115 

Harkstead 244 

Holbrook 1,449 

Shotley 1,832 

Stutton 755 

Tattingstone 471 

Wherstead 271 

Woolverstone 233 

Predicted electorate for division 8,459 

Variance in electoral equality % 0% 

Variance in electoral equality number 1 
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SUDBURY WEST DIVISION 

Area Predicted Electorate 2025 

Sudbury Hawkins Road 181 

Sudbury North Part 1 2,082 

Sudbury North Part 2 1,449 

Sudbury North Part 3 782 

Sudbury South 1,462 

Sudbury South West Part 1 1,818 

Sudbury South West Part 2 237 

Sudbury St. Leonards 217 

Predicted electorate for division 8,228 

Variance in electoral equality % -2.7% 

Variance in electoral equality number 230 
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Appendix 2: Breakdown for proposed East Suffolk divisions 

(Excludes proposed Felixstowe Clifflands division and Felixstowe Maritime division) 

ALDEBURGH & LEISTON DIVISION 

Polling 
district 

Parish Parish Ward 
Predicted 
Electorate 
2025 

SALAL Aldeburgh   2,018 

SALAT Aldringham-cum-Thorpe   671 

SALFR Friston   300 

SALKN Knodishall   694 

SALLA Leiston   2,136 

SALLE Leiston   2,249 

Predicted electorate for division 8,068 

Variance in electoral equality % -4.6% 

Variance in electoral equality number 390 

    

BECCLES DIVISION 

Polling 
district 

Parish Parish Ward 
Predicted 
Electorate 

2025 

NBECE Beccles Centre 2,102 

NBECO Beccles Common 2,128 

NBEDA Beccles Darby 2,040 

NBERI Beccles Rigbourne 2,116 

Predicted electorate for division 8,386 

Variance in electoral equality % -0.9% 

Variance in electoral equality number 72 
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BLYTH ESTUARY DIVISION 

Polling 
district 

Parish Parish Ward 
Predicted 
Electorate 

2025 

NWWBE Benacre   58 

NWWBL 
Blythburgh with Bulcamp & 
Hinton 

  253 

NWWBR Bramfield   293 

NWWCO Covehithe   28 

NWWDA Darsham   333 

NWWDU Dunwich   104 

NWWFR Frostenden   160 

NWWHE 
Henstead-with-Hulver 
Street 

  296 

SALMI Middleton   342 

NSORE Reydon   2,122 

NWWSC South Cove   22 

NSOSO Southwold   827 

SALTH Theberton   257 

NWWTH Thorington   58 

NWWUG Uggeshall   139 

NSOWA Walberswick   310 

NWWWH Wangford-and-Henham   493 

NWWWE Westleton   405 

NWWWR Wrentham   808 

Predicted electorate for division 7,308 

Variance in electoral equality % -13.6% 

Variance in electoral equality number               1,150  
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BUNGAY DIVISION 

Polling 
district 

Parish Parish Ward 
Predicted 
Electorate 

2025 

NBWBA Barsham   195 

NHBBR Brampton-with-Stoven   347 

NBWBC Bungay   1,056 

NBWBE Bungay   1,066 

NBWBN Bungay   1,030 

NBWBS Bungay   1,013 

NBWEL Ellough   32 

NBWFL Flixton West   153 

NBWHO Homersfield   133 

NBWIA Ilketshall St. Andrew   253 

NBWIJ Ilketshall St. John   32 

NBWIL Ilketshall St. Lawrence   145 

NBWIM Ilketshall St. Margaret   133 

NBWME Mettingham   176 

NBWRE Redisham   117 

NBWRI Ringsfield   281 

NBWRU Rumburgh   266 

NBWSH Shadingfield   146 

NBWSW Shipmeadow   104 

NBWSO Sotterley   85 

NBWSA South Elmham All Saints   122 

NBWCR South Elmham St. Cross   89 

NBWJA South Elmham St. James   171 

NBWMA 
South Elmham St. 
Margaret 

  84 

NBWMI South Elmham St. Michael   52 

NBWPE South Elmham St. Peter   25 

NHBWE Westhall   302 

NBWWE Weston   177 

NBWWI Willingham St. Mary   112 

Predicted electorate for division 7,897 

Variance in electoral equality % -6.6% 

Variance in electoral equality number 561 
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CARLTON COLVILLE DIVISION 

Polling 
district 

Parish Parish Ward 
Predicted 
Electorate 

2025 

NCCEA Carlton Colville   2,249 

NCCNO Carlton Colville   1,617 

NCCSO Carlton Colville   2,858 

NCWSW Oulton Broad Oulton Broad S West 1,617 

Predicted electorate for division 8,341 

Variance in electoral equality % -1.4% 

Variance in electoral equality number 117 

    

CARLTON & WHITTON DIVISION 

Polling 
district 

Parish Parish Ward 
Predicted 
Electorate 

2025 

NCWCE Lowestoft Elmtree 784 

NCWCW Lowestoft Elmtree 1,257 

NCWWC Lowestoft Elmtree 1,827 

NCWWE Lowestoft Elmtree 1,029 

NCWWS Lowestoft Elmtree 1,399 

NCWTC Lowestoft Tom Crisp 525 

NKPPN Lowestoft Pakefield 1,605 

Predicted electorate for division 8,426 

Variance in electoral equality % -0.4% 

Variance in electoral equality number 32 
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FRAMLINGHAM DIVISION 

Polling 
district 

Parish Parish Ward 
Predicted 
Electorate 

2025 

SFRBA Badingham   422 

SFRBR Brandeston   255 

SFRBD Bruisyard   142 

SFRCR Cransford   132 

SFRCM Cretingham   176 

SFRDE Dennington   478 

SFRES Earl Soham   361 

SFREA Easton   273 

SFRFR Framlingham   3,215 

SFRGG Great Glemham   189 

SFRHO Hoo   62 

SFRKE Kettleburgh   209 

SFRLE Letheringham   50 

SFRMO Monewden   114 

SFRPA Parham   232 

SFRRE Rendham   216 

SFRSA Saxtead   272 

SFRSW Sweffling   171 

NKYSI Sibton   177 

NKYYO Yoxford   648 

Predicted electorate for division 7,794 

Variance in electoral equality % -7.9% 

Variance in electoral equality number 664 
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GRUNDISBURGH & WICKHAM MARKET DIVISION 

Polling 
district 

Parish Parish Ward 
Predicted 
Electorate 

2025 

SCFBU Burgh   160 

SWMCA Campsea Ashe   322 

SCFCH Charsfield   303 

SCFCL Clopton   285 

SCFCU Culpho   43 

SCFDA Dallinghoo   153 

SCFDE Debach   65 

SWMFA Farnham   99 

SCFGR Grundisburgh   1,280 

SWMHA Hacheston   296 

SWMLG Little Glemham   146 

SWMMA Marlesford   183 

SCFOT Otley   638 

SWMPE Pettistree   161 

SCFPL Playford   183 

SWMST Stratford St. Andrew   160 

SCFSW Swilland   141 

SCFTU Tuddenham St. Martin   325 

SCFWE Westerfield   421 

SWMWM Wickham Market   1,880 

SCFWI Witnesham   693 

Predicted electorate for division 7,937 

Variance in electoral equality % -6.2% 

Variance in electoral equality number 521 

    

GUNTON DIVISION 

Polling 
district 

Parish Parish Ward 
Predicted 
Electorate 

2025 

NGSGU Lowestoft Gunton 2,714 

NGSMC Lowestoft St. Margaret's East 2,620 

NGSME Lowestoft St. Margaret's East 2,336 

Predicted electorate for division 7,670 

Variance in electoral equality % -9.3% 

Variance in electoral equality number 788 
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HALESWORTH DIVISION 

Polling 
district 

Parish Parish Ward 
Predicted 
Electorate 

2025 

NHBBL Blyford   84 

NKYCH Chediston   194 

NKYCO Cookley   86 

NKYCR Cratfield   274 

NHBHN Halesworth   1,733 

NHBHS Halesworth   2,411 

NKYHE Heveningham   100 

NHBHO Holton   680 

NKYHU Huntingfield   146 

NKYLM Linstead Magna   41 

NKYLP Linstead Parva   69 

NKYPE Peasenhall   446 

NHBSO Sotherton   70 

NHBSP Spexhall   158 

NKYUB Ubbeston   78 

NKYWA Walpole   211 

NHBWM Weshaston-with-Mells   721 

NHBWI Wissett   229 

Predicted electorate for division 7,731 

Variance in electoral equality % -8.6% 

Variance in electoral equality number 727 

    

HARBOUR DIVISION 

Polling 
district 

Parish Parish Ward 
Predicted 
Electorate 

2025 

NHNHC Lowestoft Harbour & Normanston 2,274 

NHNHN Lowestoft Harbour & Normanston 2,161 

NHNHS Lowestoft Harbour & Normanston 1,617 

NHNNS Lowestoft Harbour & Normanston 2,949 

Predicted electorate for division 9,001 

Variance in electoral equality % +6.4% 

Variance in electoral equality number 543 
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KESGRAVE DIVISION 

Polling 
district 

Parish Parish Ward 
Predicted 
Electorate 

2025 

SKGEA Kesgrave East 2,962 

SKGEB Kesgrave East 2,117 

SKGWA Kesgrave West 4,091 

Predicted electorate for division 9,170 

Variance in electoral equality % +8.4% 

Variance in electoral equality number 712 

    

KIRKLEY & PAKEFIELD DIVISION 

Polling 
district 

Parish Parish Ward 
Predicted 
Electorate 

2025 

NKPKN Lowestoft Kirkley 2,695 

NKPKS Lowestoft Kirkley 1,617 

NKPKW Lowestoft Kirkley 1,439 

NKPPE Lowestoft Pakefield 1,017 

NKPPS Lowestoft Pakefield 2,484 

Predicted electorate for division 9,252 

Variance in electoral equality % +9.4% 

Variance in electoral equality number 794 

    

MARTLESHAM DIVISION 

Polling 
district 

Parish Parish Ward 
Predicted 
Electorate 

2025 

SOVBU Bucklesham   462 

SOVFA Falkenham   160 

SOVHE Hemley   42 

SOVKI Kirton   1,007 

SOVLE Levington   218 

SKGMA Martlesham West 191 

SMPMA Martlesham Martlesham 1,885 

SMPMB Martlesham Martlesham 2,571 

SOVNA Nacton   664 

SOVNE Newbourne   228 

SOVSH Stratton Hall   20 

SOVWA Waldringfield   407 

Predicted electorate for division 7,855 

Variance in electoral equality % -7.1% 

Variance in electoral equality number 603 
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OULTON DIVISION 

Polling 
district 

Parish Parish Ward 
Predicted 
Electorate 

2025 

NLOBL Blundeston   1,197 

NLOCO Corton   1,262 

NLOFL Flixton East   38 

NLOLO Lound   304 

NOBMW Lowestoft St. Margaret's West 825 

NGSOE Oulton Oulton East 352 

NOBCH Oulton West 97 

NOBOC Oulton West 1,788 

NOBON Oulton West 1,356 

NOBOW Oulton West 485 

NLOAS 
Somerleyton, Ashby and 
Herringfleet 

  339 

Predicted electorate for division 8,043 

Variance in electoral equality % -4.9% 

Variance in electoral equality number 415 

    

OULTON BROAD & NORMANSTON DIVISION 

Polling 
district 

Parish Parish Ward 
Predicted 
Electorate 

2025 

NHNNN Lowestoft Harbour & Normanston 2,577 

NOBEA Oulton Broad North 1,939 

NOBOS Oulton Broad North 1,117 

NOBWE Oulton Broad North 2,020 

NOBSE Oulton Broad South East 1,647 

Predicted electorate for division 9,300 

Variance in electoral equality % +10% 

Variance in electoral equality number 842 
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RUSHMERE ST. ANDREW DIVISION 

Polling 
district 

Parish Parish Ward 
Predicted 
Electorate 

2025 

SMPBR Brightwell   46 

SMPFO Foxhall   229 

SKGWB Kesgrave West 1,534 

SMPPF Purdis Farm   1,676 

SCFRV Rushmere St. Andrew Village 988 

SKGRB Rushmere St. Andrew Beech 692 

SRURT Rushmere St. Andrew Tower 3,603 

Predicted electorate for division 8,768 

Variance in electoral equality % +3.7% 

Variance in electoral equality number 310 

      

SAXMUNDHAM & RENDLESHAM DIVISION 

Polling 
district 

Parish Parish Ward 
Predicted 
Electorate 

2025 

SALBE Benhall   464 

SROBL Blaxhall   162 

SROCH Chillesford   131 

SROIK Iken   84 

NKYKE Kelsale-cum-Carlton   867 

SRORE Rendlesham   2,341 

SSXSA Saxmundham   3,364 

SALSN Snape   549 

SALST Sternfield   106 

SROTU Tunstall   454 

Predicted electorate for division 8,522 

Variance in electoral equality % +0.8% 

Variance in electoral equality number 64 
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WALTON & THE TRIMLEYS DIVISION 

Polling 
district 

Parish Parish Ward 
Predicted 
Electorate 

2025 

SOVTN Trimley St. Martin   1,674 

SOVTY Trimley St. Mary   2,982 

SWFWA Felixstowe Walton 1,280 

SWFWB Felixstowe Walton 1,900 

Predicted electorate for division 7,836 

Variance in electoral equality % -7.4% 

Variance in electoral equality number 622 

      

WILFORD DIVISION 

Polling 
district 

Parish Parish Ward 
Predicted 
Electorate 

2025 

SDEAL Alderton   396 

SDEBA Bawdsey   253 

SDEBO Boyton   125 

SDEBR Bromeswell   279 

SDEBU Butley   155 

SDECA Capel St. Andrew   57 

SDEEY Eyke   301 

SROGE Gedgrave   29 

SDEHO Hollesley   1,023 

SMEME Melton   3,679 

SROOR Orford   523 

SDERA Ramsholt   20 

SDESM Shottisham   142 

SROSU Sudbourne   268 

SDESU Sutton   291 

SDESH Sutton Heath   647 

SROWA Wantisden   21 

Predicted electorate for division 8,209 

Variance in electoral equality % -2.9% 

Variance in electoral equality number 249 
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WOODBRIDGE DIVISION 

Polling 
district 

Parish Parish Ward 
Predicted 
Electorate 

2025 

SCFBO Boulge   21 

SCFBR Bredfield   287 

SCFGB Great Bealings   231 

SCFHA Hasketon   348 

SCFLB Little Bealings   387 

SWOMA Martlesham North 281 

SWMUF Ufford   726 

SWOFA Woodbridge Farlingaye 1,596 

SWOKY Woodbridge Kyson 1,599 

SWORI Woodbridge Riverside 1,452 

SWOSE Woodbridge Seckford 1,682 

Predicted electorate for division 8,610 

Variance in electoral equality % +1.8% 

Variance in electoral equality number 152 

    

WORLINGHAM & KESSINGLAND DIVISION 

Polling 
district 

Parish Parish Ward 
Predicted 
Electorate 

2025 

NBEBA Barnby   434 

NCCGN Gisleham   281 

NCCGS Gisleham   332 

NKLKL Kessingland   3,643 

NCCMU Mutford   420 

NBENC North Cove   372 

NWWRU Rushmere   66 

NBEWO Worlingham   3,086 

Predicted electorate for division 8,634 

Variance in electoral equality % +2.1% 

Variance in electoral equality number 176 
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Appendix 3: Breakdown for proposed Ipswich divisions 
 

BELSTEAD HILLS DIVISION 

Polling District Predicted Electorate 2025 

IA                                          856  

IB                                          815  

IC                                       2,788  

ID                                          976  

MB                                       1,516  

MC                                          815  

MD                                       1,219  

Predicted electorate for division 8,985 

Variance in electoral equality % +6.2% 

Variance in electoral equality number 527 

  

BRIDGE DIVISION 

Polling District Predicted Electorate 2025 

 AA                                        1,611  

 NA                                        1,628  

 NB                                        2,053  

 NC                                           602  

 ND                                        2,385  

Predicted electorate for division 8,279 

Variance in electoral equality % -2.1% 

Variance in electoral equality number 179 

  

CHANTRY DIVISION 

Polling District Predicted Electorate 2025 

 MA                                        2,014  

 PA                                        1,239  

 PB                                        1,045  

 PC                                        1,411  

 PD                                        1,533  

 PE                                        1,357  

Predicted electorate for division 8,599 

Variance in electoral equality % +1.7% 

Variance in electoral equality number 141 
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CHRISTCHURCH DIVISION 

Polling District Predicted Electorate 2025 

 HB                                        1,366  

 HC                                        2,540  

 JA                                        1,342  

 JC                                           998  

 JD                                        1,480  

 JE                                           895  

Predicted electorate for division 8,621 

Variance in electoral equality % +1.9% 

Variance in electoral equality number 163 

  

HENLEY RISE DIVISION 

Polling District Predicted Electorate 2025 

 KA                                        1,375  

 KB                                        2,154  

 KC                                        2,717  

 OA                                        1,908  

Predicted electorate for division 8,154 

Variance in electoral equality % -3.6% 

Variance in electoral equality number 304 

  

NACTON HEATH DIVISION 

Polling District Predicted Electorate 2025 

 CD                                        1,435  

 CE                                        2,000  

 DB                                        1,995  

 DC                                        2,377  

 DD                                        1,020  

Predicted electorate for division 8,827 

Variance in electoral equality % +4.4% 

Variance in electoral equality number 369 
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ST AUGUSTINE'S DIVISION 

Polling District Predicted Electorate 2025 

 FC                                        1,781  

 EB                                        1,138  

 FA                                        1,021  

 FB                                        1,921  

 FD                                           957  

 FE                                           306  

 GA                                        1,243  

Predicted electorate for division 8,367 

Variance in electoral equality % -1.1% 

Variance in electoral equality number 91 

  

ST CLEMENT'S DIVISION 

Polling District Predicted Electorate 2025 

 AC                                        1,386  

 AE                                        1,343  

 BA                                           994  

 DA                                        1,543  

 EA                                        1,741  

 EE                                        1,609  

Predicted electorate for division 8,616 

Variance in electoral equality % +1.9% 

Variance in electoral equality number 158 

  

ST LUKE'S DIVISION 

Polling District Predicted Electorate 2025 

 BB                                        1,539  

 BC                                        1,954  

 BD                                        1,540  

 CA                                           966  

 CB                                           505  

 CC                                        1,579  

Predicted electorate for division 8,083 

Variance in electoral equality % -4.4% 

Variance in electoral equality number 375 
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ST MARY'S DIVISION 

Polling District Predicted Electorate 2025 

 GD                                        1,265  

 AB                                        1,790  

 AD                                        1,133  

 EC                                        1,093  

 ED                                        1,348  

 GB                                        2,451  

Predicted electorate for division 9,080 

Variance in electoral equality % +7.4% 

Variance in electoral equality number 622 

  

VALLEY DIVISION 

Polling District Predicted Electorate 2025 

 GC                                        1,532  

 HA                                        1,213  

 HD                                        1,607  

 OB                                        1,546  

 OC                                        1,615  

 OD                                           967  

Predicted electorate for division 8,480 

Variance in electoral equality % 0.3% 

Variance in electoral equality number 22 

  

WHITEHOUSE DIVISION 

Polling District Predicted Electorate 2025 

 JB                                        1,987  

 LA                                        1,019  

 LB                                           705  

 LC                                        1,502  

 LD                                        1,479  

 LE                                        1,875  

Predicted electorate for division 8,567 

Variance in electoral equality % +1.3% 

Variance in electoral equality number 109 
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Appendix 4: Breakdown for proposed Mid Suffolk divisions 
    

BOSMERE DIVISION 

Area Predicted Electorate 2025 

Badley                                        70  

Barking                                      348  

Battisford                                      521  

Baylham                                      235  

Coddenham                                      516  

Darmsden                                      482  

Great Bricett                                      526  

Needham Market North                                    2,404  

Needham Market South                                    1,490  

Nettlestead                                        81  

Offton                                      335  

Ringshall                                      565  

Somersham                                      610  

Willisham                                      231  

Predicted electorate for division 8,414 

Variance in electoral equality % -0.5% 

Variance in electoral equality number 44 

  

GIPPING VALLEY DIVISION 

Area Predicted Electorate 2025 

Akenham                                        49  

Barham                                    1,281  

Bramford                                    2,261  

Claydon                                    1,785  

Flowton                                      104  

Great Blakenham                                    2,108  

Hemingstone                                      193  

Henley                                      490  

Little Blakenham                                      231  

Whitton                                        73  

Predicted electorate for division 8,575 

Variance in electoral equality % +1.4% 

Variance in electoral equality number 117 
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HARTISMERE DIVISION 

Area Predicted Electorate 2025 

Bottesdale                                      636  

Brome & Oakley (Brome)                                      204  

Brome & Oakley (Oakley)                                      209  

Burgate                                      151  

Finningham                                      406  

Gislingham                                      985  

Hinderclay                                      283  

Mellis                                      445  

Palgrave                                      759  

Redgrave                                      512  

Rickinghall Inferior                                      401  

Rickinghall Superior                                      696  

Stuston                                      170  

Thornham Magna                                      162  

Thornham Parva                                        49  

Thrandeston                                      129  

Walsham-Le-Willows                                    1,072  

Wattisfield                                      423  

Wortham                                      642  

Yaxley                                      475  

Predicted electorate for division 8,809 

Variance in electoral equality % +4.1% 

Variance in electoral equality number 351 
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HOXNE & EYE DIVISION 

Area Predicted Electorate 2025 

Athelington                                        28  

Braiseworth                                        62  

Denham                                      168  

Eye                                    1,865  

Fressingfield                                      922  

Horham                                      271  

Hoxne                                      742  

Laxfield                                      814  

Mendham                                      376  

Metfield                                      372  

Occold                                      435  

Redlingfield                                      104  

Stradbroke                                    1,261  

Syleham                                      180  

Weybread                                      367  

Wilby                                      242  

Wingfield                                      303  

Predicted electorate for division 8,512 

Variance in electoral equality % +0.6% 

Variance in electoral equality number 54 

  

STOWMARKET NORTH DIVISION 

Area Predicted Electorate 2025 

Stowmarket Chilton North                                    3,276  

Stowmarket Stow Thorney (1)                                      623  

Stowmarket Stow Thorney (2)                                    2,336  

Stowmarket Stow Thorney (3)                                    1,477  

Predicted electorate for division 7,712 

Variance in electoral equality % -8.8% 

Variance in electoral equality number 746 
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STOWMARKET SOUTH DIVISION 

Area Predicted Electorate 2025 

Stowmarket Chilton South                                    1,838  

Stowmarket Combs Ford (1)                                    2,037  

Stowmarket Combs Ford (2)                                    2,052  

Stowmarket Combs Ford (3)                                      904  

Stowmarket St Peter's North                                    1,242  

Stowmarket St Peter's South                                    1,138  

Predicted electorate for division 9,211 

Variance in electoral equality % +8.9% 

Variance in electoral equality number 753 

  

THEDWASTRE NORTH DIVISION 

Area Predicted Electorate 2025 

Badwell Ash                                      708  

Elmswell North                                    1,113  

Elmswell South 2,817 

Great Ashfield                                      310  

Hunston                                      111  

Langham                                        79  

Norton                                      876  

Stowlangtoft                                      204  

Westhorpe                                      176  

Woolpit                                    1,802  

Wyverstone                                      325  

Predicted electorate for division 8,521 

Variance in electoral equality % +0.7% 

Variance in electoral equality number 63 
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THEDWASTRE SOUTH DIVISION 

Area Predicted Electorate 2025 

Beyton                                      597  

Buxhall                                      338  

Combs                                      596  

Drinkstone                                      518  

Felsham                                      410  

Gedding                                      110  

Great Finborough                                      697  

Harleston                                      145  

Hessett                                      402  

Little Finborough                                        54  

Onehouse                                      736  

Rattlesden                                      800  

Shelland                                        49  

Thurston E                                    1,122  

Thurston W                                    1,624  

Tostock                                      425  

Predicted electorate for division 8,623 

Variance in electoral equality % +2% 

Variance in electoral equality number 165 
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THREDLING DIVISION 

Area Predicted Electorate 2025 

Ashbocking                                      303  

Ashfield-Cum-Thorpe                                      178  

Aspall                                        50  

Bedfield                                      309  

Bedingfield                                      206  

Brundish                                      145  

Creeting St Mary                                      617  

Creeting St Peter                                      222  

Crowfield                                      321  

Debenham                                    1,838  

Earl Stonham                                      524  

Framsden                                      284  

Gosbeck                                      190  

Helmingham                                      137  

Kenton                                      197  

Mickfield                                      194  

Monk-Soham                                      157  

Pettaugh                                      194  

Southolt                                        48  

Stonham Aspal                                      492  

Stonham Parva                                      303  

Tannington                                        88  

Wetheringsett-cum-Brockford                                      600  

Winston                                      131  

Worlingworth                                      704  

Predicted electorate for division 8,432 

Variance in electoral equality % -0.3% 

Variance in electoral equality number 26 
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UPPER GIPPING DIVISION 

Area Predicted Electorate 2025 

Bacton                                    1,045  

Cotton                                      483  

Gipping                                        57  

Haughley                                    1,344  

Mendlesham                                    1,241  

Old Newton with Dagworth                                      940  

Rishangles                                        79  

Stoke Ash                                      185  

Stowupland                                    2,000  

Thorndon                                      603  

Thwaite                                      131  

Wetherden                                      488  

Wickham Skeith                                      288  

Predicted electorate for division 8,884 

Variance in electoral equality % +5% 

Variance in electoral equality number 426 
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Appendix 5: Breakdown for proposed West Suffolk divisions  

BLACKBOURN DIVISION 

Area Predicted Electorate 2025 

Bardwell 654 

Barningham 810 

Coney Weston 309 

Hepworth 460 

Honington Village 263 

Hopton 553 

Ixworth 1,828 

Ixworth Thorpe 52 

Knettishall 19 

Market Weston 203 

Pakenham 680 

Sapiston 144 

Stanton 2,215 

Thelnetham 213 

Predicted electorate for division 8,403 

Variance in electoral equality % -0.7% 

Variance in electoral equality number 55 

  

BRANDON DIVISION 

Area Predicted Electorate 2025 

Barnham 471 

Brandon Central 2,274 

Brandon East  2,053 

Brandon West 2,271 

Elveden 184 

Euston 100 

Fakenham Magna 135 

Honington Station 340 

Santon Downham 182 

Troston 550 

Predicted electorate for division 8,560 

Variance in electoral equality % +1.2% 

Variance in electoral equality number 102 
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CATHEDRAL DIVISION 

Area Predicted Electorate 2025 

Bury St. Edmunds Abbeygate 1 1,797 

Bury St. Edmunds Abbeygate 2 1,056 

Bury St. Edmunds Abbeygate 3 983 

Bury St. Edmunds Eastgate 2 1,112 

Bury St. Edmunds Minden 1 890 

Bury St. Edmunds Minden 2 1,581 

Bury St. Edmunds Minden 3 1,840 

Predicted electorate for division 9,259 

Variance in electoral equality % +9.5% 

Variance in electoral equality number 801 

  

COLLEGE DIVISION 

Area Predicted Electorate 2025 

Bury St. Edmunds Eastgate 1 728 

Bury St. Edmunds St Olaves 1 2,058 

Bury St. Edmunds St Olaves 2 1,858 

Bury St. Edmunds Tollgate 1 1,190 

Bury St. Edmunds Tollgate 2 1,466 

Bury St. Edmunds Tollgate 3 1,890 

Predicted electorate for division 9,190 

Variance in electoral equality % +8.7% 

Variance in electoral equality number 732 
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CLARE DIVISION 

Area Predicted Electorate 2025 

Bradfield Combust with Stanningfield 468 

Bradfield St Clare 136 

Bradfield St Geroge 339 

Brockley 276 

Cavendish 824 

Clare 1,873 

Cowlinge 234 

Denston 93 

Depden 177 

Great Welnetham 714 

Hawkedon 102 

Hawstead 255 

Little Welnetham 145 

Poslingford 172 

Rede 117 

Stansfield 184 

Stoke by Clare 416 

Stradishall 370 

Whepstead 385 

Wickhambrook 1,094 

Wixoe 121 

Predicted electorate for division 8,495 

Variance in electoral equality % +0.4% 

Variance in electoral equality number 37 

    

EXNING & NEWMARKET DIVISION 

Area Predicted Electorate 2025 

Exning 1,670 

Newmarket East 3 1,004 

Newmarket East 4 623 

Newmarket North 1 1,498 

Newmarket West 1 924 

Newmarket West 2 1,601 

Newmarket West 3 1,446 

Predicted electorate for division 8,766 

Variance in electoral equality % +3.6% 

Variance in electoral equality number 308 
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HARDWICK DIVISION 

Area Predicted Electorate 2025 

Bury St. Edmunds Southgate 1 1,602 

Bury St. Edmunds Southgate 2 2,268 

Bury St. Edmunds Westgate 1 2,010 

Bury St. Edmunds Westgate 2 1,496 

Bury St. Edmunds Westgate 3 412 

Horringer 828 

Ickworth 17 

Nowton 133 

Predicted electorate for division 8,766 

Variance in electoral equality % +3.6% 

Variance in electoral equality number 308 

    

 HAVERHILL EAST & SOUTH RISBRIDGE 

Area Predicted Electorate 2025 

Barnardiston 110 

Great Bradley 307 

Great Thurlow 166 

Great Wratting 163 

Haverhill Central 1 650 

Haverhill East 1 1,355 

Haverhill East 2 2,192 

Hundon 869 

Kedington 1,642 

Little Bradley 53 

Little Thurlow 199 

Little Wratting 111 

Withersfield 628 

Predicted electorate for division 8,445 

Variance in electoral equality % -0.2% 

Variance in electoral equality number 13 

  

HAVERHILL NORTH & WEST DIVISION 

Area Predicted Electorate 2025 

Haverhill North 1 1,708 

Haverhill North 2 2,336 

Haverhill West 1 988 

Haverhill West 2 2,235 

Haverhill West 3 1,089 

Predicted electorate for division 8,356 

Variance in electoral equality % -1.2% 

Variance in electoral equality number 102 
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HAVERHILL SOUTH DIVISION 

Area Predicted Electorate 2025 

Haverhill Central 2 1,793 

Haverhill South 1 2,100 

Haverhill South 2 2,316 

Haverhill South East 1,933 

Predicted electorate for division 8,142 

Variance in electoral equality % -3.7% 

Variance in electoral equality number 316 

  

LACKFORD & THINGOE DIVISION 

Area Predicted Electorate 2025 

Barrow 1,583 

Cavenham 97 

Denham 127 

Flempton 125 

Fornham All Saints 578 

Fornham St Genevieve 79 

Fornham St Martin 939 

Great Saxham 153 

Hengrave 132 

Herringswell 173 

Lackford 215 

Little Saxham 74 

Red Lodge Part 1 1,593 

Red Lodge Part 2 1,695 

Risby 594 

Tuddenham 323 

Westley 158 

Predicted electorate for division 8,638 

Variance in electoral equality % +2.1% 

Variance in electoral equality number 180 
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MILDENHALL DIVISION 

Area Predicted Electorate 2025 

Barton Mills 742 

Freckenham 285 

Mildenhall Great Heath 2,073 

Mildenhall Kingsway & Market 2,175 

Mildenhall Queensway 1,623 

West Row Part 1 1,095 

West Row Part 2 157 

Worlington 556 

Predicted electorate for division 8,706 

Variance in electoral equality % +2.9% 

Variance in electoral equality number 248 

  

NEWMARKET & NORTH RISBRIDGE DIVISION 

Area Predicted Electorate 2025 

Chedburgh 523 

Chevington 510 

Dalham 182 

Gazeley 558 

Hargrave 238 

Higham 121 

Kentford 809 

Lidgate 190 

Moulton 772 

Newmarket East 1 2,118 

Newmarket East 2 191 

Newmarket North 2 2,104 

Ousden 215 

Predicted electorate for division 8,531 

Variance in electoral equality % +0.9% 

Variance in electoral equality number 73 
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ROUGHAM AIRFIELD DIVISION 

Area Predicted Electorate 2025 

Bury St. Edmunds Moreton Hall 1 2,132 

Bury St. Edmunds Moreton Hall 2 3,335 

Great Barton North 1,827 

Great Barton Severalls 0 

Rushbrooke with Rougham North 427 

Rushbrooke with Rougham South 923 

Predicted electorate for division 8,644 

Variance in electoral equality % +2.2% 

Variance in electoral equality number 186 

  

ROW HEATH DIVISION 

Area Predicted Electorate 2025 

Ampton 48 

Beck Row Part 1 2,165 

Beck Row Part 2 201 

Culford 368 

Eriswell 624 

Great Livermere 178 

Icklingham 303 

Ingham 352 

Lakenheath Sedge Fen 104 

Lakenheath Village 1 1,827 

Lakenheath Village 2 1,633 

Little Livermere 30 

Timworth 52 

West Stow 128 

Wordwell 15 

Predicted electorate for division 8,028 

Variance in electoral equality % -5.1% 

Variance in electoral equality number 430 
 


